Jennifer Bailey (b. 1984) is currently on the MFA programme at the Glasgow School of Art. Recent exhibitions include In Bloom, (w/ Kazimierz Jankowski), Space In Between, London, New Girls, 38b, London (2011) and No Soul For Sale, (w/ Auto Italia South East), Tate Modern, London (2010).

Emily Fogarty (b. 1981) graduated from Tapestry at Edinburgh College of Art in 2008. She held a studio at Rhubaba from 2009-2011 and is an apprentice weaver at Dovecot Tapestry Studios. Fogarty has showed in Decadi, the Ambulance Depot, Edinburgh (2010) and at Omega Workshop (w/ Ewan Sinclair), Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop, (2009).

METHOD is the East Lothian based furniture design studio & luxury atelier based in East Lothian. It is the creative collaboration of architect & interior design lecturer Marisa Giannasi and second generation cabinetmaker Callum Robinson. Recent clients include the Glasgow School of Art, Dutch fashion label Denham, and international department store Lane Crawford.
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